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Dialogue Management in Conversational Systems: A Review of Approaches, Challenges, and Opportunities

Hayet Brabra, Marcos Báez, Boualem Benatallah, Walid Gaaloul, Sara Bouguelia, Shayan Zamanirad

Abstract—Attracted by their easy-to-use interfaces and captivating benefits, conversational systems have been widely embraced by many individuals and organizations as side-by-side digital co-workers. They enable the understanding of user needs, expressed in natural language, and on fulfilling such needs by invoking the appropriate backend services (e.g., APIs). Controlling the conversation flow, known as Dialogue Management, is one of the essential tasks in conversational systems and the key to its success and adoption as well. Nevertheless, designing scalable and robust dialogue management techniques to effectively support intelligent conversations remains a deeply challenging problem. This article studies dialogue management from an in-depth design perspective. We discuss the state of the art approaches, identify their recent advances and challenges, and provide an outlook on future research directions. Thus, we contribute to guiding researchers and practitioners in selecting the appropriate dialogue management approach aligned with their objectives, among the variety of approaches proposed so far.


I. INTRODUCTION

With the noteworthy growth of digital data and services, users need technologies that offer quick access to such data and facilitate the interaction with these services. Conversational systems which now become more and more proliferating in industry, academia, and society, are excellent examples of these technologies. Indeed, they rely on human-friendly interfaces, using natural language (e.g., text or voice), to access complex cognitive backend, which tries to understand user needs and serves them by invoking the proper services. Notable examples are Siri, Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Baidu, and Cortana which are with us all the time.

Conversational systems are generally categorized into two classes [11]: (1) task-oriented systems and (2) non-task-oriented systems. Non-task oriented dialog systems focus on open domain conversations with no specific task to accomplish like chit-chat messages. In contrast, task-oriented systems allow users to accomplish tasks (e.g., maintain schedules, organise projects, booking flight) using information provided by users during conversations. This article focuses on task-oriented conversational systems. No matter what the category, one of the critical aspects in the development of conversational systems is the design of a dialog management component that is able to ensure robust, intelligent, and engaging conversations [2]. [3]. This is because of the paramount and diverse roles that it plays, which especially include (i) tracking of information that is entered implicitly or explicitly by users, (ii) understanding conversation context and resolving ambiguity, (iii) controlling the conversation flow between users and system, (iv) communicating with external services/databases and finally (v) identifying system actions to fulfill the ultimate user goal. Despite many years of research, both the scientific and industrial world still struggle to understand which dialog management (DM) approaches are suitable for the type of conversational system they seek to offer [4]. Moreover, designing effective dialog management remains a deeply challenging problem [3]. [5].

In this article, we seek to accelerate the fundamental understanding of DM from an in-depth design perspective. Previous surveys mostly focused [1], [6], [7], [8], [9] on (i) providing background related to understanding conversational systems (e.g., overview of the entire system architecture) and (ii) exploring and analyzing their design models/techniques from a general perspective (e.g., explaining the application of Markov chain model) without considering particularly the dialogue management component. Other aspects that are studied deeply in recent years are related to the dialogue corpora [10], evaluation [11], and user interface features [12] of conversational systems. The closest to our work is the short survey by Harms et al. [4], where they survey dialog management approaches, but taking a different analysis point of view to focus on capabilities (e.g., learning, error handling) and practical aspects (e.g., tool availability, dependencies) mostly in commercial solutions. In contrast, to Harms’s and the aforementioned works, the present survey takes a comprehensive look at past and emerging design approaches to DM, following an analytical framework that considers relevant design aspects of DM.

We analyze and characterize existing approaches for DM, based on the analysis of a wide range of literature and a selection of bots development platforms. We discuss their advances and limitations and we define opportunities for future research directions. We noted that each DM approach has its strengths and weaknesses and are tailored, in most cases, to be used in a particular context – all of which are relevant design considerations for choosing a dialog management approach. Hence, in characterizing current approaches in terms of meaningful dialog management design attributes, our work would contribute to guiding researchers and practitioners in selecting
the appropriate approach aligned with their objectives, among the variety of DM approaches proposed so far.

II. PROBLEM FUNDAMENTALS AND DIMENSIONS

This section first articulates the fundamentals to understand dialogue management and presents the set of dimensions that we consider to analyze the different approaches.

A. Dialogue Management

Fig. 1 depicts the role of the dialogue management component (or simply dialogue manager) and its interaction flow with the common conversational components according to the pipeline architecture [1], which has been widely adopted by most traditional conversational systems and still used underlying modern commercial and research systems [13]. In its simplest form, an interaction with a conversational agent involves a user input in natural language or user utterance, followed by the system response, in what is called a conversation turn. In each turn, the conversational system first uses the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) component [14] to convert the user utterance (e.g., “I would like to book a flight from Lyon to Sydney”) into a structured representation u that is typically encoded using three main types of information: Intent, entities and dialogue acts. An intent refers to users’ goal/task, which a conversational system should be able to respond to (e.g., “flight-booking”). Entities, often called slots, describe the parameter(s) needed to fulfill the intent (e.g., “departure_city: Lyon”). Dialogue acts are hidden actions in user utterances to indicate whether the user is making a statement, asking a question, among others [14] (e.g., “Request()”).

All this information is fed into the so-called Dialogue State Tracking (DST) model which is a function that maps a given structured representation u into a suitable state, known widely as a dialogue state s, from the state space of the conversational system. The dialogue state s keeps track all information that the conversational system requires to make its decision about how to answer the user. For example, in the flight-booking domain, the dialogue state might indicate the user’s intent, such as flight-booking, its main slots such as a preferred travel class, departure_city, etc., and which information has been confirmed and which not. To maintain the dialog state, the DST model may leverage information entered explicitly by the user or implicitly as a result of exploiting the conversation context.

Based on the dialogue state, the decision of the next system action is taken by a second model recognized as Dialogue Policy (DP). DP model can be viewed as a function that maps a given dialogue state into an appropriate action (usually represented as a dialogue act) from the action space of the conversational system. For example, in the flight-booking domain, the action space might be constrained to four actions: Request, Confirm, Query, Execute. Request asks the user for missing information (e.g., Request (departure_date, return_date)). Confirm clarifies the intent and/or the slots with the user (e.g., Confirm (departure_city=“Lyon”)). Query gets a list of flights and informs the user (e.g. Inform(flight=“TR3253”, departure_time=“10am”)). Execute submits a booking request once all information is provided. Finally, based on the outcome of DP (e.g., Request (departure_date, return_date)), the Natural Language Generation (NLG) component [14] produces an appropriate response (e.g., “Could you precise your departure and return dates?”) to the user.

Although we have adopted the pipeline architecture as a reference in this paper because of its simple interpretation and nuanced distinction of components, it is worth noting that there are a wide variety of system architectures that have been proposed both in research labs or industry. Under these architectures, as will be explained later, we can find that (i) DST and NLU, (ii) DST and DP, (iii) or even all the four components are merged into one module.
B. Analysis Dimensions

In this article, we study the dialog management component from a design standpoint, analyzing the various approaches that have emerged in the literature. In doing so, we consider the following dimensions that guide our discussion and analysis:

- **Dialogue state**: This dimension identifies how dialog state is represented, what information it includes, whether it is handcrafted by engineers or learned from data.
- **Dialogue state tracking**: This dimension identifies how the dialog state is determined.
- **Dialogue policy**: This dimension identifies how the next action is determined.
- **Context support**: Context is defined as any pertinent information that is leveraged to understand user needs and satisfy them appropriately. This dimension focuses on analyzing the extent of context support in DM using three contextual features, namely, **Conversation history**, **User profile**, and **External knowledge**. It assesses how well these features are covered and how they are supported.

III. DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

Based on the analysis of a wide range of literature and a selection of bots development platforms, we uncovered three main approaches that have been adopted to implement the DM models (i.e., DST and DP). These approaches are illustrated in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table I and II according to the dimensions of analysis.

A. Handcrafted approaches

Handcrafted approaches rely on programs or/and models that are fully specified by developers or domain experts to track the dialog state and define the policy. We distinguish between four kinds of handcrafted approaches, namely Rule-Based, Finite State-Based, Activity-Based, and Frame-Based.

1) **Rule-Based**

The most traditional approach to DM is to adopt handcrafted rules [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. In this approach, bot developers define the dialogue state as well as the policy by encoding a set of rules. The simplest modeling of these rules is structuring them in the form of pattern/response pairs, which perform NLU, DM, and NLG tasks at once by taking the user utterance and producing the corresponding response. In this respect, various languages have been adopted to specify such rules. A notable example is the Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) [21]. AIML is built around two core units: categories and topics. Categories are blocks of rules, each one consisting of a (i) pattern defining user input (e.g., “Hi bot”), and (ii) template defining the corresponding response (e.g., “Hi human”). Topics, on the other hand, are collections of categories. ELIZA [22], PARRY [23] and ALICE [21] are the first generation of conversation systems that leverage this language. The main drawback of AIML is that it is too verbose, as it requires a lot of rules to perform even simple tasks [24]. Other rule-based languages include Rivescript[1] and Chatscript[2]. They provide an easy-to-understand syntax and extensive additional features compared to AIML.

In the above approaches, the DST and DP are reduced to a simple pattern matching that is bound directly to user utterance. Alternatively, more sophisticated rules [25], [20] consist of preconditions (PRE) and actions (POST) that make use of NLU outputs (i.e., generally is the 1-best NLU interpretation results [26]) to track the dialogue state and decide on the next action to perform. An important advantage of a rule-based approach is that it is easy to implement and does not require any training data, which is a benefit for quick bootstrapping. It also offers an easy way for developers to incorporate domain knowledge. Despite that, they lack flexibility and require considerable effort from developers to encode rules. As the number of rules grows, finding overlaps and conflicts between rules causes a laborious maintenance cost.

**Context support**

Conceptually, rule-based approaches have the ability to incorporate information from user profiles (e.g., gender, location, favorite songs, etc.) either to update dialogue state with more personalized information and decide system action that will adequately satisfy their preferences. However, user profile information has been only supported by a few approaches [15], [18]. Furthermore, most of the rule-based approaches act only on the last conversation turn when deriving their decisions, making them only tailored in pairwise utterance exchanges. Whereas, a handful of approaches [27], [15], [16], [20] has considered dialog history to handle missing information in the dialogue state. Both features (i.e., user profile and dialog history) have been hard-coded into the DST and DP models which naturally come at a high development cost and limited scalability.

2) **Finite State-Based**

In this approach, the DST and DP are exposed as a single module modeled using a finite-state model that provides a set of a predefined sequence of steps representing the dialogue state at any point during the conversation [2], [28], [29]. Each state is restricted to a prescribed number of transitions to other states and defines the set of actions that the conversational system can/should perform in a given situation. For example, it may ask the user to answer a question or execute the task that the user wants. Transitions are triggered as a result of recognizing a pattern that matches a user utterance. Fig. 3 shows an example of a finite state-based DM modeled using a state machine, for a “flight booking” scenario. For example, when the system is in “One-way trip” state, there are two transitions available based on what the user will answer: (i) “Yes” moves to “Get final confirmation” state, (ii) “No” moves to “Ask for return date”. Indeed, the finite state-based approach generally involves handcrafted rules to determine the current state of dialogue and move between states. Notable research systems following this approach include AVA [30], IRIS [31], Devy [32] and DIASY [33] and DialogOS [34].

Generally, the finite state-based approach has the same advantages and limitations as a rule-based. However, it comes with other shortcomings such as versatility and robustness in situations where a user does not follow predefined sequences of states [24]. Considering the FSM example (Fig. 3) if a user’s initial utterance carries all the required information (e.g. “I want to book a one-trip flight from Lyon to Sydney for the
next Monday”) or at least part of it (e.g. “I want to book a one-trip flight to Sydney?”), the dialogue manager cannot handle such a situation because it is programmed to ask for the information one by one by following the defined sequence of states (e.g. origin → destination → date → type of trip).

**Context support**

In FSM-based category, IRIS [31], Devy [32] and DIASY [33] are the notable approaches that provide context support through modeling of conversation history and/or user profile features. These features are used to infer the missing slot values in the dialog state. DAISY supports the dialog history by storing all steps that it may take and already fulfilled slots to solve a typical data science task, (e.g. model retraining). This allows DAISY to solve a similar task in the future without the data scientist involvement. IRIS supports the conversation history by defining a set of named variables to save the result of each dialog task for future use by other tasks. In doing this, IRIS aimed to support the so-called anaphora, one of the most important interaction patterns that characterizes human language, which denotes expressions that depend on previous expressions. For example, after executing a task that has just returned a result (e.g. sum of two numbers), a user can ask IRIS to “multiply that in 2” where “that” refers to the output of the previous task. Instead of hard-coding history variables within the FSM, IRIS dedicates an internal API to dynamically add new named variables as the conversation progresses. Devy relies on a domain-specific model implemented using a pull-based architecture to support both dialog history and user profile features. User profile comprises development-related information (e.g., active project, issues, code reviewers, etc.) extracted from the developer activities and computer during the conversation. The aim is to infer the required slots for performing development actions without developer involvement.

3) **Activity-Based**

The activity-based approach allows the development of DM model (i.e. the DST and DP is exposed as single module) by leveraging the basic concept of workflows, namely activities, triggers and actions. While the FSM approach is a declarative approach that provides a high-level specification of the dialog manager behavior in terms of possible states that may occupy during the conversation, the activity-based model is a procedural approach that provides a concrete implementation of dialog manager by precisely specifying the workflow that it may go through during the conversation. Various platforms including Chatfuel, FlowXO and ManyChat facilitate the definition of these workflows by providing design canvas along with visual elements (e.g. Carousel, Quick Reply, Text, etc.). Recent research work leveraging on the activity-based approach is [35] which relies on a business process model described using BPMN notation. This model is then transformed into DM rules defined in AIML to build a conversational system that guides the process actors through the process steps.

**Context support**

Conversation history and user profile are the main considered features by the activity-based approaches adopted by ManyChat, Chatfuel and FlowXO. The aim is either to fill missing slots or decide more personalized actions, e.g., provide a recommendation about a product. With regard to the user profile feature, there are two sources from which related information can be gathered, namely user-bot conversations and the social media profiles (e.g. Facebook) of the user. Furthermore, to define which information needs to be collected from both conversation history and user profile, the common adopted approach is that the bot developer has to manually create a set of attributes using the provided GUIs or APIs.

4) **Frame-Based**

The frame-based approach relies on a domain ontology that defines a set of frames [29], each specifying the required information that the conversational system is designed to acquire from the user in order to fulfill a given dialog task (e.g., play music). A predefined frame may include a dialog domain (e.g., Music), an intent (e.g., Play Music), and a collection of required slots (e.g., Genre, Musician). Historically, the frame-based approach was first introduced in 1977 in the influential Genial Understander system (GUS) [36]. Other traditional systems include WITAS [37] and COMIC [38]. Under these systems, the dialog state represents the current state of the frame (e.g., which slots have been filled and which haven’t), whereby the DST model determines it by exploiting NLU outputs that are usually obtained using handcrafted rules. The DP, on the other hand, is quite simple as it lies in asking questions until the completion of the whole frame and then reporting back the results of the action associated with the frame to the NLG. This latter relies on a template-based generation to produce the final answer to the user [29]. The growing interest in using the frame-based approach, on the other hand, pushed the industry to create VoiceXML, which has become later one of the W3C voice-related specifications. VoiceXML has been widely adopted to implement frame-based dialogs within the speech industry and supported with opensource and commercial platforms [39].

Compared to FSM and activity-based approaches, the frame-based affords more flexibility thanks to its ability to efficiently process over-informative inputs from users while allowing them to fill in the slots in different orders and different combinations. This, on the other hand, requires sophisticated DP algorithms in order to determine the next system action or question based on a set of features, including mainly the user’s previous utterance, slots to be filled, and a number of priorities devoted to dialog control. In addition, considerable testing efforts are needed to ensure that the system would not ask an inappropriate question under any conditions unforeseen.
at design time. Despite that, the frame-based approach is still until now underlying modern conversation systems like Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, and the Google Assistant [29]. In addition, there are many commercial systems that provided similar capabilities to VoiceXML to implement frame-based DM models, including the user-definable skills in Amazon Alexa, the actions in Google Assistant and DialogFlow. The difference compared to the traditional frame-based approaches lies in using machine learning approaches to NLU tasks and adding control models in addition to the frames. The control models can be designed by mean of the FSM or workflow models, which may avoid bot developers to specify complex dialog policies.

**Context support**

Context in traditional frame-based systems is supported mainly for resolving anaphora pattern (e.g., GUS [36], WITAS [57]) and inferring slot values from previously encountered slots (e.g., GUS). Both conversation history and user profile are the main features that have been considered for context understanding. They supported using reasoning procedures and models handcrafted by bot developers. Modern systems, including Amazon Alexa, the actions in Google Assistant and DialogFlow, on the other hand, offer developers with more sophisticated, easy-to-use and powerful IDEs and libraries to support the management of context and expand it to integrate external knowledge, such as knowledge graphs (e.g., Home Graph in actions for Google Assistant) in addition to conversation history and user profile.

**B. Data-driven approaches**

In contrast to handcrafted approaches where the DM logic has to be defined by hand, data-driven approaches were proposed to learn the dialog state and policy from data. They involve mainly machine learning (ML) approaches, including supervised learning (SL) and reinforcement learning (RL). The supervised approach learns from a pure corpus of labeled data, whereas reinforcement approach focuses on optimizing the learning by a trial-and-error process governed by a series of reinforcements (i.e., rewards or punishments).

1) **Supervised learning**

A variety of SL models have recently been applied to the DST, DP, or both as a single module exposed either independently from NLU and NLG components or jointly leading to the emergence of so-called end-to-end conversation systems.

**Dialogue state tracking**

The earliest SL approaches to DST rely on statistical learning algorithms, including conditional random fields [39, 40] and maximum entropy models [41, 42, 43] which often depend on the NLU outputs to define the dialog state in term of slot-value pairs. These approaches heavily rely on handcrafted features to learn dialog state representations. More recently, a wide spectrum of research has been relying on neural-based approaches, which started to receive more attention, especially with the adoption of deep learning (DL) models that have significantly contributed to DST performance improvement. Most of these approaches consider merging NLU and DST into a single model that acts directly on user utterances to update the dialog state. One benefit of this merging is that it removes the information loss and error propagation at the NLU stage and requires fewer labeled data since there is no need to learn independent parameters for each model. Notable DL models were initially adopted to DST are multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) [44, 45], recurrent neural networks (RNN) [46, 47], and convolutional neural networks (CNN) [45]. They are used to learn feature representations for user/system utterances as well as the associated slots/values. An illustrative example (refers to Fig. 4) is the Neural Belief Tracker proposed by Mrkšić et al. [45] which provides a binary decision for each slot-value pair candidate. The model has been tested with two DL models (MLP and CNN), both of which build upon pre-trained collections of word embedding vectors and outputs embedding for each input (i.e., the user utterance, the dialogue acts related to the last system output, and a single candidate slot-value pair). The three obtained embeddings then interact among themselves in order to produce the interaction summary vectors which then go through a binary softmax layer to produce the final decision about the candidate slot-value pair.

![Fig. 4: Architecture of the NBT Model](image_url)

More effective DL approaches to DST immensely involved memory-enhanced NN architectures. Gate RNNs, such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [48, 49, 50] and the networks based on Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [50, 51] are adopted in order to capture long-term dependencies in dialog history, resulting in an accurate update of dialog state. MemN2N known as a NN with a recurrent attention mechanism over a large external memory is another memory-based approach adopted to the DST task framed as a machine reading problem. Having an attention mechanism allows the model to consider only the most important information from the dialogue history while ignoring others. The main advantage of memory-based approaches is the fact that the dialogue state is affected by the long-term features of previous utterances. Therefore, the resultant tracking results are expected to keep the consistency of the topic with previous conversations while efficiently exploiting context to gather information for the dialog state.

More recent DL models [52, 53] adopted graph neural networks with attention mechanisms to incorporate slot relations (e.g., similarity, co-occurrence) in DST, as a solution to alleviate the data sparsity problem. In [52], the authors introduced graph attention matching networks that encode the slot relation graph and user/system utterances, and output slot representation vectors. These vectors along with previous conversation states are then taken by a recurrent graph attention network (GAT) with GRU units to update the dialog state.
GAT represents a variant of graph neural networks, which in turn are deep neural networks associated with graphs.

The above DST approaches can fall into two categories: Pre-defined ontology-based [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [52] and Open-vocabulary candidate-generation [50], [54], [53], [51]. The former assumes that a predefined ontology is provided in advance to define all slots and their values in each domain. Thus, the dialogue state is represented as a binary/multinomial distribution over the value set for each slot, pre-specified in the ontology. While these approaches have been shown to be accurate as they reason over a known candidate set of each slot, their applicability in practice is still threatened and depends on the ontology coverage. Since the set of possible values is typically dynamic (e.g., movies or usernames) and unbounded (e.g., date or location), defining such an ontology that covers all entries is challenging [53], [54], [53]. Open-vocabulary approaches, on the other hand, estimate the slot value candidates from conversation history and/or language understanding outputs, without any predefined ontology. This provides a key step toward a DST with zero-shot generalization, whereby adding new intents, slots or even domains do not require the need for collecting new data or even retraining. Such an objective is now dominating the research attention and was the focus of the recent dialogue system technology challenge (DSTC8) [55].

**Dialogue policy**

There are two approaches to applying SL for the DP. The first one mainly implements a DP model as a pipelined module, trained independently of DST and NLU modules. In this approach, the DP often takes as input the dialogue state from the DST model or in some cases acts directly on the NLU results to output the next system action. The most widely used SL models to implement a DP are NNs, Bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM), CNN or a combination of the two above (i.e., BLSTM/CNN) [58]. For example, the model in [58], as shown in Fig. 5a, represents a DP as a NN with one hidden layer and an output layer consisting of two softmax partitions and six sigmoid partitions. Regarding the softmax outputs, the first one is for predicting the dialogue act among five dialogue acts (request, offer, confirm, select, bye) while the second for predicting the associated slots (e.g., price-range, area), whose values require information from the user. The sigmoid partitions are for offer slots, whose values are made by the system.

The second approach is to implement a DP as an end-to-end model that reads directly from a user utterance and produces a system action. The sequence-to-sequence model, also known as *Seq2Seq*, is the main model used in this approach. Such a model is based on the encoder-decoder architecture which takes a sequence as input and generates another sequence as output. In a conversational system, the source sequence is a user utterance along with a dialogue history, and the target sequence is a corresponding action (e.g., API call, database query). The *Seq2Seq* model is initially implemented using RNN with LSTM cells, where the hidden state of RNN is utilized as the representation of a dialogue state. This model is later augmented with an attention mechanism to improve its ability to handle long-term dependency [60], [61]. Using end-to-end memory networks is another alternative to build end-to-end models for a DP. A notable example is the DP model proposed by Zhang et al [3]. The model, as shown in Fig. 5b, relies on three memories (i.e., slot-value memory, external memory, control memory) with shared read/write functions and augmented with an attention mechanism. It takes as input the embedding of the current user utterance and predicts the next system action in the form of a dialogue act like "query(cuisine=chinese)". Compared to the pipelined policy, the key advantage of the end-to-end approach is inferring the representation of the dialog state which avoids the design of its related features. However, this requires a lot of training data that may be expensive to collect. Moreover, in both approaches, since the DP is trained using supervised learning, the effects of selecting an action on the future course of the dialogue are not considered, which may lead to a behavior that is not necessarily optimal. In addition, the DP does not expose the ability to recover from its own mistakes or users’ feedback. Such a feature can be added to the DP by training it using RL, as will be explained in section 11-12.

**Context support**

Conversation history has been widely considered by SL approaches as a key feature for context understanding. Its support varies from one approach to another. While some SL approaches [40], [41], [42], [44], [45] assume that considering the last conversation turn preceding the current one as conversation history is enough to understand the context, others [39], [43], [46], [47], [55], [3], [49], [62] leverage on the whole...
history from the first conversation turn up to the last one. There are three commonly used methods for modeling conversation history. The first consists of concatenating all the utterances in the dialogue [48], [61] which represents one of the reasons that result in increased computation time. Addressing this issue, the second method [39], [40], [43], [46], [47], [53], [3], [49], [62] lies in capturing particular features such previous user/system dialogue acts or by considering only the previous dialog state. For both methods, SL models including Memory networks and embedding techniques have been shown very effective for modeling history features and reasoning over them. The third method has been recently adopted by [63], which leverages the graph structural information in dialogue history to accurately capture its semantics. Herein, the off-the-shelf Spacy tool is used to extract the dependency relations among the dialogue history words and a new recurrent cell architecture is introduced to enable representation learning on graphs.

In addition to the conversation history, some of the recent SL approaches [53] go a step forward by effectively leveraging knowledge on conversation domains. This has been done by considering potential relationships between slots across different conversation domains so that their values can be transferred between similar slots (e.g., the address slot value in a restaurant domain could be transferred to the destination slot for a taxi domain). Within these approaches, Graph attention networks, knowledge graphs and embedding methods are used to automatically build relationships between slots. On top of these models, inference mechanisms are applied to infer relevant knowledge that is required for DST and DP tasks. Furthermore, some approaches [64], [65] attempted to leverage further domain-specific or general knowledge extracted from either structured or unstructured data. For instance, the work of [65] proposes to encode utterances using feature vectors with associative knowledge, exploiting information extracted by inference on a knowledge graph built from Wikidata. These feature vectors are then taken by a neural-based DST model to improve its predictions over slot-values pairs that are not mentioned explicitly in user utterances.

2) Reinforcement learning

RL approach treats DM as an optimization problem, whereby its performance is continuously improved over time through experiencing with users. RL-based DM is typically modeled as Markov Decision Process [66], [13], [4], where the dialogue manager acts as an agent traveling through a network of dialogue states inter connected with transition probabilities. In simple term, at each conversation turn t, the dialogue manager is in a given state (e.g., S1), takes action (e.g., request (origin_city, date, time)), transitions to a new state s’ (e.g., S2) with a probability (e.g., P = 0.80) and receives a reward (e.g., R = 200). Typically, the reward is defined using a function that captures a set of dimensions, including accomplishment of the task, user satisfaction, efficiency of interaction, dialog duration, etc. For instance, in the movie-recommendation dialogue system proposed by Zarandi et al. [67], the system gets a large positive reward (+10) if it correctly fulfills the user request, a large negative reward (-12) otherwise, and a small penalty (i.e., negative reward) for confirmation (-3) and elicitation (-6) questions to prevent the system re-confirming numerous times than needed. In addition, it receives a small positive reward (+1) if the user leaves the conversation after a successful execution and a medium negative reward(-5) otherwise.

Another important approach to model RL-based DM is the Partially Observable Markov decision process (POMDP). Compared to MDP that relies on the assumption that the dialogue state is fully observable (i.e., is always known to the system with certainty), POMDP caters for unobserved dialogue states [68], [69], [70]. This makes it able to deal with uncertainties in user utterances [71], [68]. More particularly, the dialogue state is defined as a distribution over all possible states, including the wrong ones arising from an incorrect interpretation or misunderstanding of user utterances.

Dialogue state tracking

Past approaches to DST in MDP and POMDP models have widely focused on applying Bayesian inference (BI) to determine the dialogue state. More precisely, given an existing dialogue state, the last system action and a set of observations (for instance, the N-best lists of user dialogue acts), the most basic dialogue state trackers (e.g., [72], [73]) enumerate all possible dialogue states and scoring them according either to a probability formulation proposed by Kaelbling et al. [74] or its variants. However, it has been found that these approaches have quickly led to intractable issues resulting from a large set of states [69], [26]. Addressing these concerns, approximations methods including N-best [75], [76] and Factored Bayesian network [77], [78] approaches, have been proposed, exploiting domain-specific properties of dialogue task to reduce the tracking state space. Other DST alternatives include either simple rules [79] as in handcrafted conversational systems explained earlier, or probabilistic rules [27] that are defined as domain-independent rules augmented with basic probability operations. Compared to the previously explained rules (refer to Section III-A1), probabilistic rules take as input all hypotheses suggested in the N-best interpretation list of the user utterance and output a dialogue state in the form of a distribution over possible states, i.e., slot-value pairs. To update such a distribution, these rules exploit dialogue acts related to the last user utterance and preceding system action. Although considering all N-best list interpretations can deal either with uncertainties or recognition errors if happen, these probabilistic formulas designed by hand, require careful tuning and does not benefit or learns from dialogue data [26].

More recently, deep learning models [80], [81], [82] have been applied, which use a compact representation of a set of features learned automatically to represent the dialogue state. For instance, at each conversation turn the dialogue state in [81] is represented with a feature vector, consisting of the following: (i) act and slots corresponding to the user action, act and slots corresponding to the last system action; (iii) a bag of slots corresponding to all previously filled slots; (iv) other features like current turn count, etc.

Dialogue Policy

Whether the DM is modeled by MDP or POMDP, the ultimate objective of RL is to find the optimal policy that maximizes the expected (discounted) cumulative reward. There
are two popular classes of RL algorithms [66]: value-based and policy gradient methods.

Value based methods are based on the idea of modeling the optimal policy using the so-called Q-value function \( Q^\pi(s,a) \). More precisely, the Q-value function provides the average discounted long-term reward if a specific action \( a \) is taken given a dialogue state \( s \) and then a policy \( \pi \) is followed thereafter. Basic approaches [83], [84], [85] known as exact algorithms rely on observing the set of states, actions, and rewards and then compute the value function to estimate the optimal policy. However, it has been shown that exact algorithms quickly lead to an intractable problem. Therefore, sophisticated approaches [79], [80], adopting approximation algorithms, have been proposed to overcome this issue. The underlying idea is to use a set of state features to generalize the estimation of the Q-value at states that have similar features. For example, Xu et al. [79] propose a dialogue policy model that makes use of a neural network function [86] to approximate the Q-value function.

Policy gradient methods try to optimize the policy directly, without having to learn the Q-value function. Here, the policy itself is directly parameterized by \( \theta \in R \) which is the corresponding coefficient vector to be learned from data. REINFORCE [87] is a popular example of such a policy gradient method, which has been already used to learn a task-oriented dialogue policy that adapts to new user behaviors unseen during training [88].

In a recent empirical study that compares the most representative RL algorithms using the PyDial framework [66], it has been shown that value-based methods have a higher learning rate in domains with a small action and state spaces, whereas policy-based methods can scale robustly to larger state and action spaces [66]. Furthermore, for having efficient policy learning, the earlier implementation of both methods required manual features for the state and action-space representation and involved either using summary state and action spaces or restricting the set of possible actions which in turn requires expert domain knowledge [89]. Consequently, many research works [90], [91], [89], [81] have applied deep learning models to enhance the performance of both RL methods, without resorting to feature-engineering. This leads to a new approach known as deep reinforcement learning (DRL). For instance, in value-based methods, the core idea of the DRL is to adopt deep neural models such as MLP, CNN, or RNN to approximate the Q-value function [13]. These improvements, however, made RL methods only able to support simple conversations because they basically operate in flat state-action space, hence they have been known as flat RL methods. In fact, according to numerous studies [22], [93], flat RL methods are not able to learn well and be data-efficient in large domains and especially where the conversation tasks are complex.

These challenges motivate the study of the so-called Hierarchical RL [44] which is now being actively explored in order to avoid the curse of state/action space. Fundamentally, HRL provides a principled approach for learning dialogue policies over complex conversation tasks by decomposing complicated conversation tasks (e.g., travel planning) into a sequence of sub-tasks (e.g., book-flight-ticket, book-hotel, etc.), and managing those sub-tasks at the same time. In such a setting, the dialogue policy can be designed across multiple layers following the task hierarchy levels. For instance, in the recent work of Peng et al [92], the dialogue policy has two layers: a top-level layer selects which subtasks to complete, and a low-level layer chooses primitive actions to execute the selected subtask. For the whole dialogue management problem, it is mostly framed using the mathematical framework of options over MDPs, where options generalize primitive actions to higher-level actions.

Although the RL-methods, including DRL and HRL have superior potentials than traditional methods, including SL and rule-based, they suffer from data requirement problem since they require many interaction samples to optimize the policy learning. Interacting with simulated users to obtain these samples has been adopted widely, providing an inexpensive solution compared to the interaction with real humans. Hence, extensive research has been made toward building realistic user simulators that intend to approximate real users’ behaviors in conversation. Diverse approaches have been emerged, including agenda-Based (e.g., [55]) and data-driven (e.g., [96]). Consequently, many user simulators have been publicly made available, including [77], [58] and ones instantiated in open-source dialog system development platforms such as PyDial and CONVLAB as interesting examples.

Despite the immense effort on user simulation, building a human-like simulator still a key challenging task [99]. In addition, simulated users may not cover entirely the behavior of end-users will be using the system. Thus, using a hybrid approach, where the DP is initially trained with simulated users and then fine-tuned with human users, has been shown convenient in many initiatives (e.g., [100]). Furthermore, more sophisticated strategies exploiting both user types have been emerged. One common strategy is to integrate planning into DP learning, as in Dyna-Q (DDQ) framework [101]. Specifically, DDQ incorporates an environment model into the dialog system, known as the world model which can simulate the real user behaviors and generate simulated experiences. During DP learning, real user experiences are utilized for (1) training the world model and generate simulated experiences, and (2) improving the DP as well. Simulated experiences are then used to further improve the DP via indirect RL (planning). The earned benefit is allowing efficient DP learning by using only a small number of real user interactions. More effective approaches in this context are aimed either to obtain high-quality simulated experiences or find a balance between real user experiences and simulated ones, by incorporating heuristics, discriminators, and active learning into the planning step [102], [99]. Furthermore, with the aim of improving the DP learning speed, many RL approaches have initialized the DP to be reasonable before switching to online interaction with real or simulated users. This can be done by using either SL [5], [80] on available corpus or dialogues generated [103] as a result of running an agent-backend with a rule-based policy.

---

7Mathematical foundations related to RL are out of scope of this survey, and the interested reader can refer to [13] for more details.
TABLE I: Summary of DM approaches with respect to Dialogue state, DST and DP dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Sub-Method(s)</th>
<th>Dialogue state</th>
<th>Dialogue state tracking</th>
<th>Dialogue policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>SM-based</td>
<td>User intent with slot-value pairs</td>
<td>Purely handcrafted rules</td>
<td>SM with handcrafted rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frame-Based</td>
<td>Mostly represented as Binary/multinomial distribution over multiple states, each consists of a set of slot-value pairs</td>
<td>Statistical models</td>
<td>DST-Depend Policy: Deep Learning models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deep Learning models</td>
<td>End-to-end model: Seq2Seq models, Memory networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handcrafted</td>
<td>Not represented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Purely handcrafted rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre/Post</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Hybrid approaches

The hybrid approach to DM rests on the idea of combining multiple approaches either handcrafted or data-driven in order to capitalize on the benefits of each.

Dialogue state tracking

Attempts that have been made for hybrid DST models can be summarized into two key ideas: (i) combining a rule-based model with a SL model (ii) combining multiple SL models. The first ideas (i) in turn is performed using two possible ways. The straightforward possibility relies on applying a rule-based model in parallel with the SL model and taking the outputs union of both as a final dialogue state. The hybrid DST model proposed by [106] is an example of such approach which rely on support vector machine (SVM) classifiers per slot-value pair as a SL model and a rule-based model. The latter includes a set of rules most of them are automatically generated using general rule templates and then selected according to their performance.

TABLE II: Summary of DM approaches with respect to the context features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversation history</td>
<td>Rule-based: [15], [16], [20], [27]; FSM-Based: [15], [16], [17]; Activity-based: ManyChat, Chatfuel and FlowXO;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frame-Based: [15], [16], Amazon Alexa, Google actions, DialogFlow; SL-based: [38], [54], [56], [57], [58], [59]; RL-based: [59], [60], [61], [62]; Hybrid: [109], [107], [108], [109], [110];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User profile</td>
<td>rule-based: [15], [18]; FSM-Based: [12]; Activity-based: ManyChat, Chatfuel and FlowXO; Frame-Based: [17], [18], Amazon Alexa, Google actions, DialogFlow;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External knowledge</td>
<td>Frame-Based: Google actions, Amazon Alexa, DialogFlow; SL-based: [53], [54], [64]; RL-based: [91]; Hybrid: [104];</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
whether these approaches will still robust and scalable against complex conversations that go beyond multiple domains and characterized by a dynamic change of slots. Also, the fact that DST is limited to the vocabulary used by the ontology to denote slots and their values make these approaches not able to deal with natural language variation. This shows clearly the inability of these approaches to track unseen slot-value pairs.

The second idea relies on combining multiple SL models. Most of leading SL-based hybrid approaches have attempted to combine the benefits of both using predefined ontology-based methods and open-vocabulary methods that either dynamically generate a candidate set of slot values or pointing them directly from input utterances. Examples include [104, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115]. The aim is to allow DST over unknown slot values that are not defined in a domain ontology. For instance, Hyst [54] proposed by Amazon learns for each slot the optimal DST method that has the highest accuracy between ontology-based DST model and open-vocabulary DST model. In doing this, it seeks to mitigate the scalability issue suffered from the ontology-based method and the low performance of the open Vocabulary method in certain cases.

The other hybrid approaches relied on ensemble-learning (EL), where the output of many DST models is synthesized to improve performance beyond any single model. The simplest EL method is score averaging, where the final DST output is obtained by averaging the output distributions of multiple trackers [116]. Its key advantage is that it does not require extra training data. A notable example is the RNN-based DST model proposed by Henderson et al. [46], where outputs of at least 6 individual RNNs trained with varying hyper-parameters are averaged to give the final distributions. The other considered EL method is known as Stacking (used in [116, 65]), where the outputs of the constituent DST models are fed to a new classifier that makes a final prediction, requiring a validation set for training. Both methods have been investigated in the DSTC2 [116] which demonstrated that the most accurate DST can be achieved by combining multiple trackers.

Dialogue Policy

There are two methods commonly adopted to learn the dialogue policy using a hybrid approach. The first method consists of integrating a SL model with handcrafted domain knowledge and rules. Hybrid Code Networks proposed by Williams et al. [107] is an example of such approach. Here, the DP is modeled using a RNN model augmented with handcrafted constraints and rules via software and action templates. The motivation behind this is that some simple operations like sorting a list of database results would be better implemented in a few lines than using thousands of dialogs to learn them. In addition, in some cases, programmed constraints are essential to identify the permitted actions among which the policy can choose. For example, in the dialing domain scenario, if a target phone number has not yet been identified, the API action to place a phone call may be masked [107].

The second method relies on applying multiple DP models simultaneously, whereby the next system action is decided by the policy model that predicts it with the highest confidence. RASACore [108] is an example of such a method that utilizes multiple dialogue policies, including rule-based, neural networks, and embedding models. Although all these policies are well packaged into software modules that can be reused easily by interested parts, their parallel execution may engender additional cost in terms of processing time and resources.

Context support

Similar to ML approaches, including SL and RL, hybrid approaches [106, 107, 108, 114] support the modeling of context, mostly, by leveraging the conversation history feature. An LSTM model over past user utterances and system replies is commonly used to encode the conversation history because of its ability to model long-term dependency or in another term can remember information across several turns. Moreover, other hybrid approaches [109, 110] utilize the current turn along with the previous dialogue state as input each time they update the new dialogue state so that it implicitly considers information from previous turns. This has been adopted to simplify the learning process of a dialog state that is aware of context without considering the entire conversation history.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this section, we summarise DM approaches by discussing their key strengths and shortcomings (Table III) and then identify opportunities for future research directions.

A. Summary

Handcrafted approaches provide a straightforward way to design dialogue management that helps for the rapid prototyping of conversational systems. They are especially suitable for conversation scenarios with clearly-defined flow and goals and for domains concerned with strict adherence to business rules. For example, in domains like security, safety, and healthcare, conversational systems have to be able to adequately predict the expected and unexpected usage scenarios. An important feature of Handcrafted approaches, especially the activity-based/SM-based models, is the conversation flow traceability, which helps to track the interpretation of each user input and system actions for further fixes/improvements. Without being surprised, these approaches, however, suffer from poor domain portability and naturally comes at a high development cost as a lot of handcrafted features including DST/DP rules, state/action spaces, and interaction models are required.

In addition, the fact that DST model maintains a single hypothesis for the dialogue state makes the handcrafted approaches not robust when facing unforeseen user inputs or confronted with NLU recognition errors. In such situations, the DP often decides to reply by “I didn’t understand” to push users either to rephrase their inputs or start a new interaction. This is one of the reasons that can lead to the frustration of the user which may cause her to abandon the interaction.

Data-driven approaches, including SL and RL based models, reduce the development and maintenance cost of DM by automatically learning the dialogue state and policies [2], at the expense of the effort to get training data. In particular, the adoption of deep neural models along with word embedding techniques in DST notably facilitates the learning of dialogue state features (such as slots, slot values, history variables), which avoids defining a full ontology in advance, or even obviating it completely. Thus, the scalability of DST is improved in the sense that it is able to deal with changing dialogue...
domains involving the addition of new slots and values that are not in the training set. However, it has to be noted that many DST models do not consider intent in the state tracking, which makes the exploration of slot-value pairs be performed in a large search space. Tracking first the intent will give the DST model the opportunity to have a prior prediction on slot-value pairs it looks for, therefore making its task much easier without involving complex computations that typically result in slower learning. Furthermore, regarding SL-based models to DP, they implemented either as a DST-depend model that requires an explicit representation of the dialogue state or as an end-to-end model that reads directly from a user utterance and produces a system action. A DP as DST-depend model has the separation of concerns advantages (e.g., the errors that it may face with are clear and can be easily resolved), but it suffers from the strong dependence on the quality of the DST model. In addition, many SL-based works implemented such a model assume a fixed set of actions. Whereas, by adopting Seq2Seq models or end-to-end memories, the end-to-end DP approach dispenses the need for any handcrafting of state and action spaces. This approach, however, heavily relies on the quantity and quality of data and does not provide clear integration of API invocations. In both approaches, the DP has been trained using supervised learning, thus it does not have the capability to be adapted to accommodate user feedback during interaction.

Such an issue is widely resolved using RL since it offers the possibility to improve policy performance over time by acting on reward/punishment signals that can be either elicited or obtained explicitly from users. In this approach, the DM problem is cast either by MDP or POMDP while the DST can be done using multiple models including rule-based, BI, and DL models. DL models outperform the performance of Rule-based/BI models and offer a DST without resorting to features engineering. Based on the dialogue state, the policy selects the next action using either value-based methods or policy-based methods. Recently, these methods integrated with DL models giving rise to the Deep RL approach. Such integration notably alleviates the effort of feature engineering related to state/actions and facilities the policy learning on original state and action spaces instead of using summary spaces as in the traditional RL methods. More interestingly, the application of HRL empowers these methods to be applied to complicated conversation tasks that span across multiple topics and domains. The success of this approach, however, highly requires specifying a good task hierarchy that still requires domain-specific knowledge and careful engineering [117].

Hybrid approaches involving diverse combinations of handcrafted and data-driven models can be considered as an important step to improve the performance of DM and increase its capability to generalize. In particular, approaches combining ML model with a set of rules grant more flexibility to application developers to control conversation flow and ensure that it is adequately aligned with business rules. In addition, it has been proven that they can reach performances comparable to purely ML models with less training data. While such a hybrid approach may require an amount of developer effort, it can be seen as very useful in practical settings where collecting realistic dialogues for a new domain can be expensive. On the other hand, approaches combining multiple ML/rule models can provide a potentially stronger DM solution. However, applying multiple ML models at the same time may amplify the need for training data and powerful resource settings.

Finally, with regard to the Context support, we observed that SL and RL approaches have provided advanced capabilities than handcrafted approaches since contextual information and dependencies among them are learned automatically. Although moderns commercial systems like Amazon Alexa, Google actions, DialogFlow, and many others provide bot developers with sophisticated and easy-to-use IDEs, designing context-aware dialog managers remains a challenging task. It requires very good expertise especially if the conversation scope may span across multiple domains. Additionally, regarding the selected context features, we noted that the conversation history has been the widely covered feature in the selected DM state-of-art approaches. Leveraging the conversation history has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Sub-Method(s)</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handcrafted</td>
<td>All methods</td>
<td>Are easy to implement and incorporate domain/business knowledge</td>
<td>Have high development and maintenance cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Do not require any training data</td>
<td>Have limited scalability and robustness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enable the conversation traceability</td>
<td>Do not consider user feedbacks to adapt the dialogue policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-Driven</td>
<td>SL Models</td>
<td>Learning of state and action spaces and their features can be fully</td>
<td>Require acquiring sufficient and high-quality training data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>automated</td>
<td>Do not consider user feedbacks to adapt the dialogue policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flat RL</td>
<td>Robust and able to deal with uncertainty in user utterances</td>
<td>Limited to small-scale conversation domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HRL</td>
<td>Can adapt to different user behaviors</td>
<td>Require acquiring sufficient and high-quality training data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rule/ML model</td>
<td>Reduce the learning complexity and the amount of training data</td>
<td>Requires domain-specific knowledge to specify good task hierarchies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide control over conversation flow</td>
<td>Require acquiring sufficient and high-quality training data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple ML</td>
<td>Improve performance</td>
<td>Feature-engineering of state/action spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>models</td>
<td></td>
<td>Suffer from poor domain portability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Summary of strengths and weaknesses of DM approaches
proven essential to hold complex and multi-turn conversations, as processing missing information in the dialogue state may require the DST model to go beyond multiple previous turns up to the last turn. Leveraging knowledge from user profiles, on the other hand, has been mostly considered by commercial frame-based and activity-based systems. Leveraging external knowledge, including domain-specific or general knowledge was the less covered feature. Although our survey focuses on context support in DST and DP tasks within task-oriented dialog systems, it should be noted that the use of external knowledge to effectively understand context has received more considerable attention in non-task-oriented conversation systems, including question answering and recommendation systems. Many of those systems are developed using end-to-end models, with the aim of generating more informative and engaging responses. Three approaches, including RNN, MemNN and Transformer-based models, have been shown to be useful for supporting external knowledge.

B. Future directions

Despite the aforementioned achievements, designing and engineering scalable and robust dialogue management techniques that offer human-like conversational prowess remains a deeply challenging problem. Next, we highlight some possible research directions:

- **Automated generation and formal verification of DM models.** Handcrafted DM approaches are still the suitable choices for conversations where user Inputs/options can be known a priori and in general for any application domain where determinism property is required. However, current approaches suffer from high development and maintenance costs. Therefore, having automated mechanisms that better leverage existing resource models such as ontologies, knowledge graphs, business processes, etc., is a key step toward semi or even fully automated generation of handcrafted DM models. Furthermore, formal verification of such models may still be required to ensure their reliability.

- **Supporting more complex conversation tasks.** Solving complicated conversation tasks that span across multiple topics and domains is currently an active field of research. While HRL approaches have shown promising results in dealing with such an issue, they require expert knowledge to design the hierarchical structure of tasks. Thus, learning the natural hierarchy of tasks automatically represents a key research directive that can contribute to facilitating the effective adoption of the HRL. Furthermore, the same conversation task can involve executing different API calls due to the variability in user requirements, e.g., preferences for quality of service like price or others vary from one user to another. In this context, there is a need to strengthen dialogue management with flexible mechanisms that able to dynamically discover and select API/Services that adequately match with user requirements.

- **Handling conversation breakdowns.** Problems including misunderstandings, inappropriate responses, disagreements, complaints, rejection of offers represent persistent concerns that may cause breakdowns in conversations and therefore may negatively impact the user experience. Conversational systems are still not able to deal with these breakdowns due to the ambiguous nature of natural language and the large variation of user utterances. Therefore, it is essential to endow dialogue management techniques with effective strategies that are able to identify potential breakdowns in conversation when occur and repair them automatically.

- **Data control and quality.** The success of data-Driven and hybrid approaches highly dependent on the availability of high-quality training data, which still an open issue. Acquiring high-quality training data requires effective methodologies and processes for selecting, pipelining, tuning, and controlling data acquisition tasks. This represents a key research area that can affect the performance of dialogue management and therefore enhancing the quality of conversational systems.

- **Towards explainable conversations.** Explainability is an important aspect to make the conversation more human-like. In this context, the dialog management component should be able to explain their decisions and behaviors. This is not only useful in allowing developers to inspect their models, but also in offering higher transparency to end-users, allowing them to inquire about the reasons behind the decisions of a conversational system.
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